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1.0 OUR SCHOOL VISION  

‘…with God, all things are possible.’ (Matthew 19:26)  

Our Christian vision is drawn from Matthew’s gospel which proclaims the absolute sovereignty and uncontested 
power of God. Jesus teaches his disciples about choice, commitment and Christian hope for transformational 
change. His wisdom guides us to acknowledge that wealth is not material but that true wealth is gained from 
working collaboratively for the common good.   

A fundamental component of our lives at SMSJ is a confident expectation, a firm assurance that all things are 
possible.  We believe that healing, repair, repentance, forgiveness and reconciliation are always possible. We 
embrace innovation and transformation with the conviction that with Christ, every day, every task, every situation, 
every relationship brims with divine possibility. God is always at work in our lives.  

We trust in the loving purposes of God: trusting that the foundations of the world are good because they spring 
from God. Our hope is rooted in the love and faithfulness of God. We strive to equip our students with an awareness 
of the true value of things together with an understanding of the consequences of our thoughts, words and actions.  
Christ’s sacrificial life and his teaching about love and humility may appear foolish by the world’s standards but, in 
reality, it expresses the Wisdom of God.   

Through hard work, resilience, perseverance and a commitment to our learning, we will create a hope-filled future 
in the knowledge that ‘…with God, all things are possible’. 

2.0 OUR SCHOOL VALUES  

At St Mary’s and St John’s school, a Church of England Foundation, we believe that God is the source of all wisdom.  
We strive to know God and the world in which we live in order to grow into people capable of serving our local and 
global community.  Through the pursuit of wisdom and commitment to service we have the hope of a future 
brimming with possibility. 

Our core Christian values; Wisdom, Service and Hope, define us, strengthen our relationships, and provide guiding 
principles that enable us live out our vision that ‘…with God, all things are possible’. 
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3.0      LEGISLATION AND STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 

This policy will be on our school’s website and can be made available as a hard copy on request.  The following 
advice and guidance from the Department for Education (DfE) has informed this document: 

 Behaviour and discipline in schools 

 Searching, screening and confiscation at school 

 Equality Act 2010 

 Use of reasonable force in schools 

 Supporting pupils with medical conditions at school 

 Data Protection Act 2018 

 DfE guidance on exclusions 

 DfE guidance on alternative provision 

 DfE guidance on sexual violence and sexual harassment between children in schools and colleges 

 DfE mental health and behaviour in schools 

 Special educational needs and disability (SEND) code of practice 
 
In addition, this policy complies with: 

 Section 175 of the Education Act 2002, which outlines a school’s duty to safeguard and promote the welfare 
of its students. 

 Sections 88-94 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006, which require schools to regulate students’ 
behaviour, publish a behaviour policy and written statement of behaviour principles, and give schools the 
authority to confiscate students’ property. 

 
4.0 PRINCIPLES 

A difference exists between our ‘Commitment to Learning’ and behaviour for learning. At SMSJ, Commitment to 
Learning is not just about students behaving well but about students being encouraged to listen, speak and 
participate; we expect good orderly conduct and we seek positive learning behaviours. 

This policy explains the systems that will be implemented to support a positive commitment to learning mind-set 
and the consequences if students fail to comply with our commitment to learning principles.   

5.0  AIMS AND OBJECTIVES  

This policy is based upon the following fundamental belief that healing, repair, repentance, forgiveness and 
reconciliation are always possible. We hold the conviction that with Christ, every day, every task, every situation, 
every relationship brims with divine possibility. God is always at work in our lives.  

Our aims and objectives are as follows: 

5.1 A commitment to ensuring all in our community are safe and cared for 
5.2 Positive relationships built on a respect for dignity and the rights of individuals, enabling a sense of 

belonging and an entitlement to be treated with respect that enables them to fully participate in all aspects 
of our school community 

5.3 Positive contribution to an invigorating, appropriately challenging and inclusive school culture 
5.4 Support of our ethos and culture which results in high rates of attendance by all 
5.5 A commitment to reflect, heal, repair, repent, forgive and reconcile to learn constructively from mistakes 

knowing that all things are possible 
5.6 Acceptance of our responsibility to model constructive and considerate conduct 
5.7 A commitment to serve our community 
 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/behaviour-and-discipline-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/behaviour-and-discipline-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/equality-act-2010-advice-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/equality-act-2010-advice-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/use-of-reasonable-force-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/use-of-reasonable-force-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/supporting-pupils-at-school-with-medical-conditions--3
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/12/schedule/2/enacted#:~:text=TABLE%20%20%20%20Description%20of%20function%20design,a%20pers%20...%20%202%20more%20rows
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-exclusion
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/alternative-provision
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sexual-violence-and-sexual-harassment-between-children-in-schools-and-colleges
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mental-health-and-behaviour-in-schools--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mental-health-and-behaviour-in-schools--2
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/398815/SEND_Code_of_Practice_January_2015.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2002/32/section/175
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2002/32/section/175
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/40/section/88
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/40/section/88
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6.0       ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

6.1       THE GOVERNING BODY 

The governing body is responsible for reviewing and approving the written statement of Commitment to Learning 
principles. The governing body will also review this Commitment to Learning policy in conjunction with the Principal 
and monitor the policy’s effectiveness, holding the Principal to account for its implementation. 

6.2       THE PRINCIPAL 

The Principal is responsible for reviewing this Commitment to Learning policy in conjunction with the governing 
body, giving due consideration to the school’s statement of Commitment to Learning principles. The Principal will 
also approve this policy. 

The Principal will ensure that the school environment encourages positive commitment to learning, that staff deal 
effectively with behaviour which does not meet our expectations and will monitor how staff implement this policy 
to ensure rewards and sanctions are applied consistently.  The Principal will ensure that the staff receive regular 
training in how to manage commitment to learning positively. 

6.3  SCOPE 

The Commitment to Learning principles and expectations apply during: the school day, including morning and lunch 
time breaks; the journey to and from school, between 6th Form Institutions; on school visits and journeys; during 
extra-curricular activities; at any time when the student is in school uniform and at any time when the student is 
representing or associated with the school.  Positive conduct will be encouraged by involving students in the 
continued development of the school’s commitment to learning processes. 

6.4       STAFF 

At SMSJ we are one family in Christ who support one another. All staff are expected to comply with the terms and 
conditions of their employment and to conduct themselves professionally and within the spirit of the schools Ethos 
and Vision, complying with our aims and objectives. 

6.4.1 All staff are expected to support the school’s Commitment to Learning Policy at all times 
 

6.4.2 Staff must take every opportunity to recognise achievement and progress when deserved and to record 
these rewards on the School’s Information Management System (SIMS) and Classcharts 

 

6.4.3 All staff must record attendance, punctuality, rewards and incidents of poor conduct using the School’s 
Information Management System (SIMS) and Classcharts 

 

6.4.4 All staff must bring immediately to the attention of the leadership team any concerns about potential 
radicalisation of students or conduct likely to encourage intolerance 

 

6.4.5 All staff are role models who must always set good examples for student conduct, punctuality, courtesy 
and attendance 

 

6.4.6 Lessons at SMSJ must be thoroughly planned, taking account of individual needs 
 

6.4.7 All staff must act promptly to report and/or investigate unexplained absence 
 

6.4.8 Staff must provide parents/carers with regular feedback to help them support their child’s learning 
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6.5  PARENTS*/CARERS  

All parents/carers are expected to help us to live the good news we proclaim. Wisdom from the past, Service for 
today, and Hope for the Future. Parents/carers are expected to conduct themselves within the spirit of the schools 
Ethos and Vision, complying with our aims and objectives. In addition, parents/carers will be expected to; 

6.5.1 sign our relevant Home-School Agreement to signify their commitment to work with the school when their 
child joins SMSJ 

6.5.2 work with the school to ensure that their children’s conduct to and from the school is exemplary 
6.5.3 take proper notice of communications from the school concerning their child’s commitment to learning and 

academic progress 
6.5.4 share any relevant information regarding their child which would help the school to provide the best 

support 
6.5.5 proactively and positively discuss any concerns regarding their child’s conduct or welfare with their child’s 

class teacher, Head of Year or Phase Leader 
6.5.6 be fully informed about their child’s conduct and we expect parents/carers to publicly support the school’s 

actions 
We believe that healing, repair, repentance, forgiveness and reconciliation are always possible. Our parents/carers 
will be notified via Class Charts regarding any conduct issues during the course of the school day.  If a child receives 
either an Internal Exclusion or Fixed Term Exclusion, parents/carers will be contacted by telephone prior to the 
exclusion and will receive a letter with details of the exclusion.  

We strive to equip our students with an awareness of the true value of things together with an understanding of 
the consequences of our thoughts, words and actions.  At SMSJ we provide time for students to reflect.  In the 
Secondary Phase, Parents/Carers will be notified via Class Charts, on Thursday afternoons, of any reflections that 
are due to take place on following Friday Evening. Such reflections are as a result of an accumulation of 
Consequence points throughout the previous Week (Friday – Thursday). 

6.6 STUDENTS 

Students are expected to: 

6.6.1 Adopt the schools Ethos and Vision, being polite, respectful and considerate to all members of our school 
community 

 

6.6.2 actively promote the wellbeing of all members of the community, respect British values and allow others 
to live by these values without interference 

 

6.6.3 respect the right of others to form their own views, beliefs and values 
 

6.6.4 report any conduct which could harm the school community or any of our members 
 

6.6.5 wear their uniform with pride 
 

6.6.6 conduct themselves in an exemplary manner on their way to and from school and when representing the 
school on trips 

 

6.6.7 attend regularly and punctually with an attendance of no less than 96% 
 

6.6.8 arrive to school with the required equipment 
 

6.6.9 give of their best effort at all times, completing all learning tasks to the best of their ability 
 

6.6.10 respond to and action feedback as provided by staff in a variety of forms 
 

6.6.11 care for their environment by displaying stewardship and maintaining school resources in good condition 
 

6.6.12 engage with Wisdom, Service and Hope committees to contribute to school improvement 

* The definition of a parent in education law includes:  all biological parents, whether they are married or not; any person who, 
although not a biological parent, has parental responsibility for a child or young person - this could be an adoptive parent, a 
step-parent, guardian or other relative and any person who, although not a biological parent and does not have parental 
responsibility, has the care of a child or young person. 
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7.0 SYSTEMS 

Our school policies and systems seek to give us the compassion and courage to risk ourselves for those we serve. 
Some particularly relevant features of our Commitment to Learning (Behaviour) Policy are:  

7.1 A Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) Departments which assists teachers in making the 
curriculum accessible at an appropriate level for students 

7.2 A Pastoral and Academic Mentoring (PAM) system in which students are supported on a daily basis.  The 
Pastoral and Academic Mentors are pivotal figures in understanding the learning and social needs of their 
students and communicating these to appropriate colleagues 

7.3 Our house system encourages collaboration, belonging and a strong sense of mutual responsibility 

7.4 Our enrichment programme ensures that all students can access activities which motivate them - building 
their self-confidence and a sense of belonging 

7.5 We recognise that competence in the key skills of literacy and numeracy enables access to learning. SMSJ 
seeks to ensure that all students have functional skills in these aspects, appropriate to their academic 
potential 

7.6 Our collective worship and daily ‘pause for thought’ explores important themes in the national and 
international community.  Students are encouraged to behave in line with Christian and British values 

7.7 Our school vision and values are studied and reflected on each week within Collective Worship.  They are 
also central to Phase Leader, Head of Year and Head of House assemblies 

7.8 Fairness and equity are central to promoting good conduct. We ensure that all incidents and concerns are 
investigated clearly by giving both staff and students the opportunity to voice feelings and provide written 
statements when an issue has arisen.  Opportunity for reconciliation and forgiveness is provided through 
restorative conversations. 

8.0 REWARDS 

Recognition is key to the success of all students at SMSJ. The school operates a reward system designed to help 
all students enjoy and achieve; to help them to make good progress and to promote participation in the wider 
life of the school.  

Students can be rewarded by all staff for their contribution in lessons, outside of lessons, or through extra-
curricular participation, good citizenship or through sporting achievement. All student achievements will be 
recorded on SIMS / Classcharts.  

All students are divided into 6 Houses:  Anderson, Dickens, Elgar, Fonteyn, Livingstone, Nightingale. 

Students are awarded House Points for good commitment to learning, helpfulness, politeness and living our school 
values of wisdom, service and hope. These lead to a House cup being awarded every term. This system 
complements the reward point system as it celebrates the interests of others rather than individual success. 

Students are rewarded, with verbal praise, reward points and House Points for positive contributions to lessons, 
good commitment to learning, good home learning and being well-organised and ready to learn. 

Contributing positively to school life, such as performing in productions or concerts and helping with 
events/functions; consistently positive commitment to learning in lessons and the playground; improved 
commitment to learning in lessons and excellent classwork or home learning gains a student reward points. 

Students are routinely rewarded with badges, certificates and postcards. 

For making an outstanding contribution in a subject area; consistently mature or improved commitment to learning, 
students will receive a letter of congratulations or a postcard or a phone call home. 

In Primary Phase, students attend a weekly merit assembly where they have the opportunity to receive a certificate 
to acknowledge effective learning they have done in English, Maths and other areas of the curriculum. 

In Key Stage 3, students receive bronze/silver/gold star badges for Commitment to Community (C2C).  These can 
be awarded for activities such as helping staff, picking up litter, volunteering and leading collective worship. 
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Classes and individuals who line up correctly and are playing correctly on the playground are rewarded through 
praise and the awarding of House Points. Those who show consistently good conduct during out of class time in the 
lunch or on the playground may be recognised in merit assembly for good conduct.  

Children may also receive recognition by bringing in awards from clubs outside school; children are encouraged to 
explain what they received their award for to develop Oracy skills.  

Incentive systems are used in the classroom, such as Class Charts, which reward good conduct, completing 
challenging work, setting a good example and a range of other positive reasons. Parents receive notification of this 
through their account during the school day.  

Good work or notably good Commitment to Learning will be brought to the attention of the Head of School/Deputy 
Head for additional recognition. 

Children can be given an extra responsibility to encourage self-discipline and self-esteem, e.g. monitors within 
class/assembly/PAM/around the school.   

Positive comments are regularly made concerning both good work and good Commitment to Learning in and out 
of the classroom. 

9.0 SANCTIONS 

A graduating scale of sanctions will be applied according to the Commitment to Learning Consequences and the 
professional judgement of staff. These include:  

9.1 a verbal ‘reminder’ of the rules 

9.2 a written reprimand 

9.3 withdrawal of privileges 

9.4 parent/carer involvement 

9.5 withdrawal from part of break times and lunch times 

9.6 referral to senior staff 

9.7 a period of reflection after school 

9.8 internal exclusion in the Reflection Room (either at Bennett House or Stamford Raffles) - this will be 
recorded on SIMs 

9.9 Fixed Term Exclusion (FTE) - this will be recorded on SIMs (see Annex A) 

9.10 Permanent Exclusion (see Annex A) 

When a student is consistently struggling to behave appropriately in school, we will undertake a number of 
supportive measures to help the student to improve their Commitment to Learning, such as: 

9.11 Students are discussed at half-termly PAS (Pastoral and Academic Support Panel) meetings to discuss 
solutions with a range of professionals 

9.12 agreeing an individual and supportive Pastoral Support Plan with parents/carers which will be recorded in 
the student’s file 

9.13 assessment of social, emotional and learning needs  

9.14 alternative curriculum options (e.g., assessing gaps in prior knowledge to begin short-term interventions 
or alteration to GCSE Options in collaboration with student and parents) 

9.15 allocation of a learning/careers mentor 

9.16 attendance at a Pupil Referral Unit (PRU) or Alternative Provision provider 

9.17 managed move to another school 

9.18 external agency interventions 
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The deterrent effect of our Commitment to Learning (Behaviour) Policy is ensured by confronting all incidents and 
acting consistently when applying sanctions.  We recognise that it is never the person themselves but always their 
actions which have led to the sanction.  We will always endeavour to find out and address the underlying causes of 
poor conduct through routine reflection, forgiveness and reconciliation processes. 

It is not possible to link a specific sanction to a particular offence in all cases. The specific circumstances of each 
offence must be taken into account when deciding upon sanctions.  

The school recognises its legal duty under the Equality Act 2010 to prevent students with a protected characteristic 
from being at a disadvantage. Consequently, our approach to challenging behaviour may be differentiated to cater 
to the needs of the student.  The school’s SENDCOs will evaluate a student who exhibits challenging behaviour to 
determine whether they have any underlying needs that are not currently being met. The Deputy Heads of Schools, 
Primary & Secondary, will review pastoral data on a half termly basis to track patterns and trends in student 
conduct, with attention towards those with protected characteristics and those considered disadvantaged.  

Where necessary, support and advice will also be sought from specialist teachers, an educational psychologist, 
medical practitioners, the Virtual School Headteacher (for children who are looked after), Child and Adolescent 
Mental Health Services (CAMHS), the local authority for multi-agency assessment and/or others, to identify or 
support specific needs.  When acute needs are identified in a student, we will liaise with external agencies and plan 
pastoral support programmes for that child. We will work with parents/carers to create the plan and review it on a 
regular basis.  

In the case of a child with an Educational Healthcare Plan (EHCP), special educational needs (SEN) or there are 
safeguarding concerns with a child which may have had a bearing on their conduct, we will take the child’s specific 
circumstances into consideration and make reasonable adjustments when it comes to any sanctions. 

10.0 MALICIOUS ALLEGATIONS 

Where a pupil makes an accusation against a member of staff and that accusation is shown to have been malicious, 
the Principal will discipline the pupil in accordance with this policy.  

Please refer to our safeguarding policy for more information on responding to allegations of abuse. 

The Principal will also consider the pastoral needs of staff accused of misconduct. 

11.0 PROHIBITED ITEMS 

School staff can search a student for any item without the student’s consent. 

The Principal and school staff authorised by the Principal have a statutory power to search students or their 
possessions, without consent, where they have reasonable grounds for suspecting that the student may have a 
prohibited item.  We will also use a hand-held metal detector to ensure students do not have prohibited items in 
their possession.  Prohibited items are: 

 knives or weapons  

 alcohol 

 illegal drugs 

 stolen items 

 tobacco and cigarette papers 

 fireworks 

 pornographic images 

In addition to the above; any article that the member of staff reasonably suspects has been, or is likely to be, used: 

 to commit an offence, or 

 to cause personal injury to, or damage to the property of, any person (including the student) 

 

 

 

 

https://smsjschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/SMSJ-Child-Protection-and-Safeguarding-Policy.pdf?t=1614071426
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The Principal and school staff authorised by the Principal can also search for any item banned by the school rules 
which has been identified in the rules as an item which may be searched for.  These items are; 
 
● smoking/vaping paraphernalia 
● chewing gum 
● items that could be considered to be weapons, including the following:  imitation weapons, sharp pointed 

scissors, laser pens, ‘Homemade’ weapons, workman’s tools capable of being used to injure or threaten, 
pointed or bladed items, metal hair combs 

● Compasses (may only be used in maths and science lessons) 
● Extremist material of any nature 
● Glass bottles and glass related items 
● Smart devices and mobile phones/ are a prohibited item during the school day and must be handed in during 

PAM time and collected at the end of the day.  If a student arrives late, phones/devices must be handed in to 
Reception on sign in. 

 
12.0 CONFISCATION 

School staff can seize any prohibited item found as a result of a search.  Any item considered to be harmful or 
detrimental to school discipline will also be seized.   

The following items will be given to the police to dispose of: controlled drugs; stolen items; pornographic images if 
their possession could constitute a criminal offence; an article that has been (or is likely to be) used to commit an 
offence or to cause personal injury or damage to property and any weapons or items which are evidence of an 
offence.  

13.0 PEER-ON-PEER ABUSE  

Peer-on-peer abuse includes, but is not limited to:  bullying, physical abuse, sexual violence; sexual harassment; 
upskirting; sexting; emotional harm; on and offline bullying; teenage relationship abuse; grooming children for 
sexual or criminal exploitation and initiation/hazing rituals.  

All allegations of bullying are treated seriously.  Peer-on-peer abuse will never be accepted or dismissed as ‘children 
being children’.  Details of our school’s approach to preventing and addressing bullying are set out in both our anti-
bullying policy and Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy 

To ensure the children affected by peer-on-peer abuse receive the support they need a multi-agency approach is 
appropriate.  This will typically include: 

 children’s social care 

 the police 

 any specialist services that support children who demonstrate harmful sexual conduct 

 the family 

 any other professionals who know or have had contact with the child 

Perpetrators will be liable to receive sanctions on an escalating scale depending upon the seriousness of the 
offence. The abuse may take place outside school but will still be sanctioned by the school.  For full details, see the 
Safeguarding policy.  

14.0 RADICALISATION  

We aim to ensure the wellbeing of all members of our community, to ensure British values are respected and to 
allow others to live by these values without interference.  Appropriate sanctions will be applied to any students 
engaging in conduct likely to generate intolerance*or the radicalisation** of other young people as well as a referral 
to children’s services.   

 

 

* Intolerance: behaving in a way which does not show respect for the rights of others (particularly their right  
   to hold independent religious and or political beliefs)  
** Radicalisation: Behaving in a way in which encourages others to adopt extreme views which do not adhere to British values.  

https://smsjschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/SMSJ-Anti-Bullying-Policy-June-2020.docx.pdf?t=1614071426
https://smsjschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/SMSJ-Anti-Bullying-Policy-June-2020.docx.pdf?t=1614071426
https://smsjschool.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/document/SMSJ-Child-Protection-and-Safeguarding-Policy.pdf?t=1615540782
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15.0 TRAINING 

Our staff are provided with regular and continual training on managing behaviour, and where it is identified as 
necessary, this includes the proper use of restraint. Training takes places during Staff Briefing, Departmental/Phase 
meetings, whole school INSET and during our weekly Thursday CPD drop-in sessions.  

On a regular basis, Thursday CPD is led by the Barnet Education Psychology service and SEND team. Our staff readily 
adopt inclusive behaviour management techniques including emotional coaching and to provide an individualised 
approach to student need, our staff also contribute to ‘solutions circles’ led by the SEND team. 

Behaviour management will form part of continuing professional development. 

16.0 USE OF REASONABLE FORCE 

All members of school staff are permitted to use reasonable force to either control or restrain students.  
‘Reasonable’ means using no more force than is needed.  Reasonable force can be used to prevent pupils from 
hurting themselves or others, from damaging property, or from causing disorder.  Examples of incidents which may 
require the use of reasonable force are when conducting a search for prohibited items or if teachers need to 
physically separate students found fighting.  Reasonable adjustments will be made for disabled children and 
children with special educational needs (SEN).  

17.0  REVIEWING THE COMMITMENT TO LEARNING POLICY 

The Commitment to Learning Policy will be reviewed on an annual basis.  During the course of the year, opinions 
from key stakeholders (staff, parents/carers and students) will be sought to review the policy and its effectiveness. 
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ANNEX A 

EXCLUSIONS 

The school follows the DfE Guidance on Exclusions (updated September 2017).  A full copy of this guidance is 
available on the DfE website.  

Only the Principal may impose a Fixed Term or Permanent Exclusion. 

The Principal will only impose exclusions when absolutely necessary.  We recognise that exclusions cause disruption 
to students’ learning, which might negatively influence their future conduct.   

There will be a reintegration meeting with the student and their parents/carers after every fixed-term exclusion. In 
addition, dependent upon the severity of the misconduct, a student may receive either a Head of School’s Warning; 
a Principal’s Warning; a Governors’ Warning and/or a Governors’ Final Warning regarding their future conduct. 

Details of any exclusion will be recorded in the student’s file. 

In rare cases, the Principal may have to consider permanent exclusion.  This would be either in response to a serious 
breach or persistent breaches of the school's Commitment to Learning (Behaviour) policy; and where allowing the 
pupil to remain in school would seriously harm the education or welfare of the pupil or others in the school. 

Conduct likely to result in an exclusion (this is not an exhaustive list):  

● Persistently disruptive conduct.   
● Confrontational conduct/obscene language towards staff 
● Vandalism 
● Disruption in the local community 
● Theft, including extortion – the taking of money or bank cards from other students under duress 
● Persistent defiance of the school rules 
● Deliberately setting off a fire alarm, tampering with any health and safety equipment (including CCTV) 
● Bogus telephone calls/threats 
● Malicious allegations against staff 
● Serious breach of Health & Safety procedures, including not co-operating appropriately with an emergency 

evacuation 
● Repeated incidence of smoking or being in possession of smoking related items including e-cigarettes 
● Fighting/assault 
● Conduct likely to bring the School’s name into disrepute 
● Being found in possession of alcohol or illegal substances and/or under the influence of alcohol or illegal 

substances 
● Supplying or dealing in illegal drugs. This definition includes ‘giving’ drugs to other students 
● Sexual harassment, racial harassment, homophobic/transphobic or biphobic harassment 
● Bullying of another student (including cyber-bullying) likely to have a significant impact on their wellbeing; 
● Physical assault upon a member of staff 
● Serious physical assault upon another student, serious bullying, sexual abuse or sexual assault (peer on peer 

abuse) 
● Online activities which pose a significant threat to the wellbeing of any member of the SMSJ community 
● Bringing a prohibited item onto the school site or being found in possession of a prohibited item on the school 

site 
● Repeated incidents of serious misconduct 
● Possession, distribution or use of fireworks or firecrackers 
● Endangering the health and safety of the school community 
● Criminal offences committed on the school site, whilst representing the school or whilst on the way to or from 

the school 
Sanctions for individual misdemeanours will be levied in line with the school’s Commitment to Learning 
expectations.  

PROCEDURES  

All procedures will be carried out in line with the Exclusions Guidance. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/641418/20170831_Exclusion_Stat_guidance_Web_version.pdf
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ANNEX B 

Written Statement of Commitment to Learning (Behaviour) principles 

Our Vision 

‘…with God, all things are possible.’ (Matthew 19:26)  

Our Christian vision is drawn from Matthew’s gospel in which Jesus teaches his disciples about choice, commitment 
and Christian hope for transformational change. Jesus’s wisdom guides us to acknowledge that wealth is not 
material but that true wealth is gained from working collaboratively for the common good.   

A fundamental component of our lives at SMSJ is a confident reassurance that all things are possible.  We believe 
that healing, repair, repentance, forgiveness and reconciliation are always possible. We embrace innovation and 
transformation with the conviction that with Christ, every day, every task, every situation, every relationship brims 
with divine possibility. God is always at work in our lives.  

SMSJ exists to enhance the future life chances and opportunities of our students, whatever their faith or starting 
point, by providing a centre of educational excellence at the heart of our community in which our students can fulfil 
their potential.   

We will realise our vision by ensuring our staff and children are at the centre of everything we do, relentlessly 
focusing on literacy, Oracy, numeracy, resilience and confidence. Our children will be equipped with the ambition, 
qualities, qualifications and values necessary to meet the challenges of an ever-changing world, knowing that 
‘…with God, all things are possible’. 

Our Christian vision underpin our approaches to behaviour as we exist to serve others and to treat each other with 
kindness, respect and love.   

The following outlines the principles on which our Commitment to Learning policy is based. 

• Every student understands they have the right to feel safe, valued and respected, and the right to learn free 
from the disruption of others 

• All students, staff and visitors are free from any form of discrimination 

• Staff and volunteers set an excellent example to students at all times 

• Rewards, sanctions and reasonable force are used consistently by staff, in line with the behaviour policy 

• The behaviour policy is understood by students and staff 

• The behaviour policy explains that exclusions will only be used as a last resort, and outlines the processes 
involved in permanent and fixed-term exclusions 

• Students are helped to take responsibility for their actions 

• Families are involved in behaviour incidents to foster good relationships between the school and students’ 
home life 

 The governing board also emphasises that violence or threatening behaviour will not be tolerated in any 
circumstances. 

This written statement of behaviour principles is reviewed and approved by the full governing board every year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date: March 2021 

 



 
 

ANNEX C - St Mary’s and St John’s CE School:  HOME SCHOOL AGREEMENT PRIMARY 

‘…with God, all things are possible.’ (Matthew 19:26)  

Our Christian vision is drawn from Matthew’s gospel in which Jesus teaches his disciples about choice, commitment and Christian hope for transformational 
change. Jesus’s wisdom guides us to acknowledge that wealth is not material but that true wealth is gained from working collaboratively for the common good.   

 As a Pupil I am committed to: As a Parent/Carer I am committed to helping my child by: As Governors and Staff, we are committed to: 
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● My learning every day 

● Talking about my learning at home 

● Allowing others learn 

● Completing my work on time 

● Being on time to school  

● Trying my best at all times 

● Taking an active role in supporting my child in their 
development, e.g., talking, listening, praising, being 
inquisitive about their school life 

● Ensuring home learning is completed and returned to school 
punctually 

● Using the home school book or learning journal to keep in 
contact with the school 

● Ensuring my child is fully equipped for learning 
● Attending regular consultations with staff  
● Ensuring daily, punctual attendance, not taking holidays in 

term time, and contacting the school in case of sickness on 
the first day of absence 

● Attending all meetings about my child and responding to all 
communication 

● Monitoring my child’s use of the internet and social 
networking sites 

● Providing a safe and stimulating learning 
environment which nurtures and values individuals 
to do their best 

● Encouraging each student to become an effective 
lifelong learner with the ability to reflect on 
feedback so that they are always able to make 
progress 

● Setting regular, appropriate home learning in 
accordance with the school policy and appropriate 
to the needs of the student 

● Rewarding students for progress, achievement, 
attendance, and punctuality 

● Regularly assessing and reporting on your child’s 
progress, including setting appropriately 
challenging targets 

● Encouraging reading and promoting articulacy 

● Taking care of our school property 

● Not bringing anything into school, which is 
dangerous 

● Behaving well in and out of school  

● Wearing my uniform correctly 

● Following all of our school values 

● Supporting the school in always promoting the highest 
standards of behaviour, both in school and on the journey 
to school 

● Ensuring that my child wears full school uniform 
● Supporting the school if a sanction has been issued 
● Not allowing your child to bring in money or personal items 

which can be lost and for which the school cannot take 
responsibility 

● Encouraging your child to accept responsibility and the 
consequences for any issues caused by their behaviour 

● Ensuring the highest standards of behaviour are 
maintained so that all students can learn in a 
positive, calm, and orderly environment 

● Checking uniform to ensure the high expectations 
of uniform are maintained 

● Applying all school rules in a consistent, fair, and 
rigorous manner 

● Having high expectations of all students in relation 
to their behaviour in school and on their journey 
to and from school 

● Rewarding pupils appropriately and regularly to 
encourage positive commitment to learning 
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● Treating everyone with respect, kindness, 
politeness and consideration 

 

● No name calling or rudeness  

● Being helpful to others 

● Encouraging my child to treat all members of the school 
community and property with respect, politeness, and 
consideration 

● Encouraging my child to inform staff of any incidents of 
name calling or bullying  

● Speaking to staff calmly and politely 
● Recognising that schools are busy places by making an 

appointment through reception to discuss concerns 
● Being a good role model, leading by example in 

interactions with the school/other families/the local 
community 

● Treating each student with consideration and 
care at all times so that every student feels a 
valued member of the school community 

● Encouraging personal development, self-
discipline, and a sense of responsibility 

● Setting a positive example of respect, politeness, 
and consideration for others 

● Responding within 48 hours to any concerns or 
complaints raised by students and 
parents/carers 

● Communicating any concerns to parents/carers  

Et
h
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● Understanding that SMSJ is a Christian school  
 

● Respecting the rights of everyone 

● Being a good advocate for SMSJ both inside 
and outside school 

● Talking to my teacher about concerns, ideas 
and opinions that I have 

● Accepting and valuing the school’s Christian ethos, its 
strong links with the Church of England and its respect for 
others’ beliefs 

● Supporting the school’s mission to provide equality of 
opportunity for everyone 

● Getting involved with the wider life of the school  
● Helping the school to understand my child and be aware of 

anything which may affect their learning 
● Promptly informing the office about changes in contact 

details and/or circumstances 

● Developing a genuine sense of belonging in the 
school community for all pupils, regardless of 
their beliefs 

● Promoting equality of opportunity for all 
connected with the school regardless of 
ethnicity, gender, religious belief, sexuality, or 
individual need 

● Promoting good manners and courtesy  
● Promoting the importance of a smart 

appearance 
 

Supporting our Christian Ethos 

There are two aspects of supporting our Christian ethos which we expect all parents to sign up to.  These are key elements of agreeing to be an SMSJ Parent/Carer. 

1. All students should attend acts of collective worship in the school/church.  These will normally take place in assemblies or in class/PAM time.  If a student is not a Christian, 
then they will not be asked to join in prayers.  They should listen quietly and reflect on the message of the assembly. We believe the moral message given and sense of 
community engendered during acts of worship are relevant to all our students. 

2. As well as being a Christian establishment, SMSJ respects other faiths and actively encourages inter-faith understanding and tolerance.  Sometimes we will occasionally 
visit the places of worship of other faiths or host visitors of other faiths. These events in no way undermine the strength of our Christian community; indeed, we believe 
they strengthen it.  We expect all parents/carers to respect and support this view. 

I agree with the terms of admission and agree to support all the policies of the school.  Relevant policies can be found on the school website. 
 
Student name: ___________________________________________________________________________ PAM group: _______________                         Date______________ 

Parent/Carer signature: ___________________________________________________      Student signature: _______________________________________ 
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ANNEX D - St Mary’s and St John’s CE School:  HOME SCHOOL AGREEMENT SECONDARY 

‘…with God, all things are possible.’ (Matthew 19:26) 

Our Christian vision is drawn from Matthew’s gospel in which Jesus teaches his disciples about choice, commitment and Christian hope for transformational change. Jesus’s wisdom guides us 
to acknowledge that wealth is not material but that true wealth is gained from working collaboratively for the common good.   

 As a Pupil I am committed to: As a Parent/Carer I am committed to helping my child by: As Governors and Staff, we are committed to: 
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● Taking responsibility for my learning 
● Discussing my learning at home 
● Respecting the rights of others to learn 
● Meeting all deadlines set by my teachers 
● Organising myself so that I am always on time to 

school, to lessons and am ready to learn 
● Reflecting on feedback and knowing my targets so 

that I am always improving 
● Doing my best at all times, asking for help if 

needed and catching up with any work missed 
through absence 

● Taking an active role in supporting my child in their development, 
e.g., talking, listening, praising, being inquisitive about their school 
life 

● Ensuring home learning is completed and returned to school 
punctually 

● Keep the school informed of any information pertaining to the 
wellbeing of my child 

● Ensuring my child is fully equipped for learning 
● Attending regular consultations with staff  
● Ensuring daily, punctual attendance, not taking holidays in term 

time, and contacting the school in case of sickness on the first day 
of absence 

● Attending all meetings about my child and responding to all 
communication 

● Monitoring my child’s use of the internet and social networking 
sites 

● Providing a safe and stimulating learning environment 
which nurtures and values individuals to do their best 

● Encouraging each student to become an effective 
lifelong learner with the ability to reflect on feedback so 
that they are always able to make progress 

● Setting regular, appropriate home learning in 
accordance with the school policy and appropriate to 
the needs of the student 

● Rewarding students for progress, achievement, 
attendance, and punctuality 

● Regularly assessing and reporting on your child’s 
progress, including setting appropriately challenging 
targets 

● Encouraging reading and promoting Oracy 

● Obeying all school rules, caring for school 
property, and accepting sanctions and rewards 
using respectful and inoffensive language 

● Not bringing anything into school, which is 
dangerous, illegal or against the rules 

● Behaving in an exemplary fashion when out of 
school so as not to bring the name of the school 
into disrepute 

● Following the school uniform code when in school 
and on my journey to and from school 

● Demonstrating behaviours that exemplify our 
school values 

● Supporting the school in always promoting the highest standards 
of behaviour, both in school and on the journey to school 

● Ensuring that my child wears full school uniform 
● Supporting the school if a sanction has been issued 
● Not allowing your child to bring in money or personal items which 

can be lost and for which the school cannot take responsibility 
● Encouraging your child to accept responsibility and the 

consequences for any issues caused by their behaviour 

● Ensuring the highest standards of behaviour are 
maintained so that all students can learn in a positive, 
calm, and orderly environment 

● Checking uniform to ensure the high expectations of 
uniform are maintained 

● Applying all school rules in a consistent, fair, and 
rigorous manner 

● Having high expectations of all students in relation to 
their behaviour in school and on their journey to and 
from school 

● Rewarding pupils appropriately and regularly to 
encourage positive commitment to learning 
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● Treating all members of the school community 
with respect, kindness, politeness and 
consideration 

● Not taking part in any name calling or rudeness 
and inform a member of staff if I see behaviour 
which upsets or demeans others 

● Being helpful to others 
● Treating all school property with respect, 

keeping the school free from litter and graffiti 

● Encouraging my child to treat all members of the school 
community and property with respect, politeness, and 
consideration 

● Encouraging my child to inform staff of any incidents of name 
calling or bullying  

● Speaking to staff calmly and politely 
● Recognising that schools are busy places by making an 

appointment through reception to discuss concerns 
● Being a good role model, leading by example in interactions 

with the school/other families/the local community 

● Treating each student with consideration and care 
at all times so that every student feels a valued 
member of the school community 

● Encouraging personal development, self-discipline, 
and a sense of responsibility 

● Setting a positive example of respect, politeness, 
and consideration for others 

● Responding within 48 hours to any concerns or 
complaints raised by students and parents/carers 

● Communicating any concerns to parents/carers  
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● Understanding that SMSJ is a Christian school 
and what that means in practice, respecting 
each other’s faiths and values, getting involved 
in collective activities 

● Respecting the rights of all members of the 
school community to be equally valued, 
regardless of background 

● Being a good advocate for SMSJ both inside and 
outside school 

● Talking to school staff at appropriate times 
about concerns, ideas and opinions that I have 

● Accepting and valuing the school’s Christian ethos, its strong 
links with the Church of England and its respect for others’ 
beliefs 

● Supporting the school’s mission to provide equality of 
opportunity for everyone 

● Getting involved with the wider life of the school  
● Helping the school to understand my child and be aware of 

anything which may affect their learning 
● Promptly informing the office about changes in contact 

details and/or circumstances 

● Developing a genuine sense of belonging in the 
school community for all pupils, regardless of their 
beliefs 

● Promoting equality of opportunity for all 
connected with the school regardless of ethnicity, 
gender, religious belief, sexuality, or individual 
need 

● Promoting good manners and courtesy  
● Promoting the importance of a smart appearance 

 

Supporting the Christian Ethos 

At SMSJ our acts of collective worship take place in the school or church.  They may take place in assembly time or during class/PAM time.  Acts of worship are carefully planned 
so that they are invitational and inspirational.  Students who are not from a Christian background are not expected to join in with prayers; they are encouraged to listen quietly 
and reflect on the message of the assembly.  We believe the moral message given and sense of community engendered during acts of worship are relevant to all our students. 

 I agree with the terms of admission and agree to support all the policies of the school.  Relevant policies can be found on the school website. 

 
Student name: ___________________________________________________________________________ PAM group: ______________                     Date:________________  

 

Parent/Carer signature: ___________________________________________________      Student signature: _______________________________________ 
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